
Serialization

ADENTS PRODIGI 
relies on advanced Microsoft Azure 
technologies (specifically Data 
Analytics and Machine Learning) 
that allows you to securely ge-
nerate, control and confidentially 
exchange your serialization data 
compliant with regulations but also 
to enhance them and analyze their 
business potential. Our expertise 
together with the power of the  
Microsoft Cloud opens up new hori-
zons in terms of operational perfor-
mance improvement. 

ADENTS SERIZA 
is a software suite that allows you 
to quickly and easily deploy seria-
lization on your production sites. 
Our collaboration with Siemens 
provides you with a solution com-
bining the power of Adents’ se-
rialization software with Siemens’ 
range of robust equipment. Fur-
thermore, it gives you access to a 
global network of reliable Siemens 
solution partners. 

take your solution to the next level with 
Prodigi, developed by Adents and Microsoft

During the Microsoft Experiences ’16 (former 

TechDays) in Paris and in the presence of 

Microsoft CEO, Satya Nadella, Adents, the 

global leader in unit identification and tra-

ceability software solutions and Microsoft, 

global leader in enterprise BI solutions 

officially announced their collaboration to 

develop and commercialize a Cloud based 

platform - ADENTS PRODIGI. 

ADENTS PRODIGI is the only level 4 traceabi-

lity solution able to centrally manage the 

regulatory obligations of the pharma indus-

try and to give laboratories and CMOs the 

possibility to take advantage of the mass of 

data generated during serialization and track 

& trace processes.

 

Your fast track to compliance 
According to the FDA (Food and Drug 

Administration) estimates, about 1 in 10 

pharmaceutical products sold worldwide 

are fake. With more than 700,000 deaths 

annually linked directly to counterfeit drugs, 

the fight against this scourge has become a 

health and safety priority resulting in a global 

increase in regulations that require unit iden-

tification and traceability for pharmaceutical 

products. Deadlines are fast approaching: 

2017 in the US and 2019 in Europe. And 

the stakes are high: non-compliance with 

these regulations means a complete stop 

to commercialization and loss of market 

share. However, there are still a conside-

rable number of production lines to equip.  

To help companies accelerate deploy-

ment, Adents offers the most powerful and 

reliable serialization and traceability solution  

on the market. 

ADENTS PRODIGI  
Level 4 traceability 

solution

ADENTS + 
The issues are multiple and complex – bud-
get control, risk of loss of productivity, va-
riety of industrial equipment and implemen-
tation planning. Drug manufacturers will 
therefore have to be very careful when it co-
mes to choosing their serialization solution. 
The combined expertise of Siemens and 
Adents will provide drug manufacturers with 
the best item-level serialization solution, at a 
competitive price.

Vincent Masztalerz,  
Head of the business unit  
Process Automation in France

Adents’ software solutions are standardized and easily deployable at large scale. Through 

every stage of your serialization project, you have access to our global network of experienced 

solution partners and certified machine builders offering an extensive choice of equipment 

compatible with Adents’ technology. Today, this network represents more than 300 experts at 

your service, wherever you are.

Our commitment is to help you comply with regulatory deadlines quickly and to cover all of 

the markets you are targeting. We also believe that the utilization of serialization data is a 

tremendous opportunity as long as it is processed in a secure way with powerful analytics tools 

which allow you to transform your data into a competitive advantage.

Our goal is to give you the means to create and bring to life the digital profile of your products, 

a vital basis to efficiently fight against counterfeits, follow OEE on your lines, personalize 

communication with your customers and even visualize and analyze data in real time.

For more information: www.adents.com

Bernard Ourghanlian,  
CTO & CSO at Microsoft France 
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ADENTS + 
We are delighted that Adents and Microsoft 
Azure work together to manage the consi-
derable mass of data generated during a 
product’s life cycle. Microsoft’s Cloud plat-
form will ensure the secure international 
deployment of Adents’ solution to accelerate 
the fight against industrial counterfeiting.

Bernard Ourghanlian,  
CTO & CSO  
at Microsoft France

Turn your 
serialization 

data into 
Business 

Intelligence


